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ABSTRACT
In digital forensics, recovery of a damaged or altered video file plays a crucial role in searching for
evidences to resolve a criminal case. This paper presents a frame-based recovery technique of a corrupted
video file using the specifications of a codec used to encode the video data. A video frame is the minimum
meaningful unit of video data. Many existing approaches attempt to recover a video file using file structure
rather than frame structure. In case a target video file is severely fragmented or even has a portion of video
overwritten by other video content, however, video file recovery of existing approaches may fail. The
proposed approach addresses how to extract video frames from a portion of video to be restored as well as
how to connect extracted video frames together according to the codec specifications. Experiment results
show that the proposed technique successfully restores fragmented video files regardless of the amount of
fragmentations. For a corrupted video file containing overwritten segments, the proposed technique can
recover most of the video content in non-overwritten segments of the video file.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a large amount of video contents have been produced in line with wide spread of
surveillance cameras and mobile devices with built-in cameras, digital video recorders, and
automobile black boxes. Recovery of corrupted or damaged video files has played a crucial role
in role in digital forensics [1]–[3]. In criminal investigations, video data recorded on storage
media often provide an important evidence of a case. As an effort to search for video data
recorded about criminal, video data restoration and video file carving has been actively studied
[4]–[6].

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Recovery of damaged or corrupted video files obtained from a crime scene or a disaster site has
provided a key evidence to resolve the cause. Conventional techniques for video file restoration
use the meta-information of the file system to recover a video file stored in a storage medium
such as a hard drive or a memory card [7]. The file system meta-information contains the
information such as the address and the link of a video file that can be used for file restoration.
Carrier [7] proposes a file restoration tool based on the file system, which was implemented in a
software toolkit, The Sleuth Kit [8].This program is based on the information from the file and
directory structure of a storage file system. Video file restoration may not be possible with such
techniques, however, when the file system meta-information is not available.
DOI:10.5121/Jmicro.2016.1102
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The signature-based video restoration technique proposes File Carver [9] to address this problem.
This method creates a database of the file header (beginning mark of file) and footer (the end
mark of file), and define a set of rules for a specific file type. This method is limited to the cases
when the files are not fragmented. This method does not recover partially overwritten video files.
Garfinkel [10] utilizes additional information stored in the file to extend the idea to signaturebased restoration techniques. For some files, file header may contain the information of file size
or length. When the file footer does not exist, they can use this information to extract a file. A
video file can be restored using Bifragment Gap Carving [10]. This method find a combination of
the region containing the header and the footer to test if a video sample is valid. This computes
the difference between the two data regions and check if the difference passes the predefined
validation procedure. This procedure repeats until the gap passes the validation test. However,
this method can only be applied to a video file with two fragments and this technique has
limitation when the gap between the two file fragments is large.
Smart Carving technique was proposed to restore a file without being restricted by the number of
fragments [11]. This technique, if it identifies the occurrence of fragmentation, combines the
permutations of the fragment components and searches for the order of the fragments.
Most of previous technique bases its file restoration on a file unit, however, so only when a whole
file is restored can the video be obtained. In general, the signature-based file carving techniques
mentioned above consist of the following three steps [2].

1) Identification Phase: To identify a video fragment in a storage medium and to connect it to
the previous fragment.

2) Validation Phase: To validate if all connected video fragments successfully form a
playable video file.

3) Validate by Human Expert: To sort out false positive video segments by human expert.
The validation step checks if a restored video file is a playable video file. Conventional file-based
video restoration techniques may fail to validate a restored video when a part of video is
overwritten [12]. On the other hand, the proposed frame-based method carry out video restoration
frame by frame, and is therefore applicable to restoration of partially overwritten video file.

3. PRESENT WORK
VIDEO FILE RESTORATION USING VIDEO CODEC SPECIFICATIONS
Video frame of a stored video file depends on the video codec used to encode the video file. And
the video file that is encoded by codec also stored the decoding header information in start or end
of video file. So that, the proposed method restores the video file using combination of frame data
and decoding header information. The proposed technique applies to MPEC-4 Visual [13],
popular video coding standards widely used in CCTVs, mobile devices, and automobile black
boxes. For recover damaged or corrupted video, the proposed technique consists of two phases,
extraction and connection as shown Figure 3.1
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.
Fig. 3.1. Processing steps of the proposed frame-based video file restoration technique.

• Extraction Phase: The data are extracted based on video frame from the unallocated space, as
extracted from the storage medium for restoration. The start code signature of video frame is
searched for without considering the file system and the file composition. The frames are
extracted based on the start code signature, the extracted frame data are verified through the
decoder, and it is determined if the data are frames.

• Connection Phase: The codec and file specifications are used to connect the frames verified
in previous phases. Based on the extracted frame sets, the length information of each frame
recorded in the files is used to connect frame sets that are restored into a connected picture. Figure
3.1 shows an overall process of the proposed file restoration technique. In extraction phase, we
extract frame data, F1, F2, F4, F5, and F6, which have a start code signature of frame from the
unallocated space, the region of a video file to recover, containing the deleted video files and
verify if the decoded frame is a normal frame data. Verified frames form a frame set, which will
be connected as far as it can go in the stage of connecting frame set. When the video file is
fragmented, we restore a video file by connecting fragmented pieces of data. In case of a partially
overwritten file, not overwritten parts are connected to create a connected video. In this manner,
the proposed method finds meaningful data in the video file using the codec and convert into file
structure after connecting them.
Extraction of Video Frames:
A video file consists of a sequence of video frames, and each video frame is encoded into a binary
data using a codec for data compression purpose. A codec inserts identifiers into each video frame
to identify. The proposed method verifies if the data is a frame using the identifier characterized
by a codec used in video encoding. Figure 3.2 shows the steps for extracting the verified frame
data from a storage medium. Step 1 is to extract an unallocated space using file system metainformation. Because deleted file data could be stored in unallocated space. It is possible to
reduce the amount of data which frame has to be analysed [14]. In practice, the popular forensic
tools such as Encase [15] and WinHex [16] are used to extract unallocated space from storage
medium.
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Fig. 3.2. The procedure of video file restoration using video file format specifications.

In Step 2, we extract the signature of the frame data from unallocated space extracted in Step 1. In
figure 3.2, yellow rectangles indicate the frame data with signature. If the frame data is found in
the unallocated space, we verify them by decoder. For verifying frame data, the decoding header
is attached in front of frame data. So the proposed method also extract the signature of decoding
header information from unallocated space. We search for decoding header marked in green in
figure 3.2. In general, decoding header is usually recorded in the playback information and can be
overwritten. In this case, if the decoding header encoded in the same manner as the file to be
restored is found in an unallocated space, we can restore the video file. Even though the decoding
header is not found, we can restore the video file using the decoding header of the reference file.2
Reference video file refers to a video file encoded in the same codec as the video to be restored.
In Step 3, we verify the frame data extracted by combining frame data and decoding header using
the signature of each codec. The frame data, which cannot be decoded, are combined with the
decoding header information of the reference video file to re-verify the decoding.
1) Mpeg-4 Visual Frame Extraction: MPEG-4 Visual is specified as a part of the MPEG-4
ISO/IEC standards 14496-2 [13]. The MPEG-4 Visual code begins with a start code signature
(0x000001), and the next 1-byte indicates the type of the data that follows. For example, a
code 0xB6 denotes the video frame. Then the start code of MPEG-4 Visual frame becomes
0x000001B6. In order to decode a data into a video frame, the decoding header information is
needed. The decoding header involves the start code, followed by the
video_object_layer_start_code 0x20-0x2F. And the portion that starts with 0x000001200x0000012F indicates the decoding header information. The frame data can be verified by
decoding the frame data attaching the decoding header to front of them. Figure 3.3 shows the
MPEG-4 Visual decoding information and frame data contained in the actual unallocated
space.
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Fig. 3.3. Example video data encoded using MPEG-4 Visual

For example, the red and blue boxes denote respectively decoding header information and the
signature of video frame, MPEG-4 Visual video frames after 0x000001B6. The decoding header
information signature (0x00000120-0x0000012F) is extracted from the unallocated space. After
that, we search for the frame data information signature (0x000001B6). These two pieces of
information confirms that the video was encoded by an MPEG-4 Visual codec. If frame data is
verified by the MPEG-4 Visual decoder, the decoder returns the size of the frame. The returned
size will be used to connect frame.
2) Connection of the Extracted Frames
The proposed technique, based on the verified frame data, forms frame set with physical locations
of frame being continuous. The frame set compose verified frame in order before and after the
relevant frame. The size information of each frame recorded in meta-information of the files with
the stored video data are used to connect the frame sets. By connecting frame sets, the fragmented
video frames can also be connected and restored.
Figure3. 4 illustrates an example of the composition of frame set using the verified frame.

Fig. 3.4. Composition of Frame Set.

The yellow rectangle denotes verified frame through decoder, and blue rectangle denotes a frame
data with a start signature but not verified by the decoder. It can be consider that the data is not
frame but contain start signature of frame data, fortunately. If this data is frame, it can be
considered as either fragmented or partially overwritten data. When invalidated frame data occurs
in the first frame set, or the physical offset between frame data is long like between second frame
and third frame, a frame set determined.
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In figure 4, first frame set consists of the frame A, B, C and second frame set is frame E, F. The
other frames are included third frame set. The frame size in right side results in decoding when
verifying the frame. If the frame data is verified, the size of frame returns completely by decoder.
And the verified frames are formed the frame set and it can be connected comparing size of frame
data contained in frame set and the size information of each frame (STSZ box) which is contained
in video files. The proposed technique connects frame sets using the one of the meta-information
of video file. The connection phase uses the file meta-information based on the restored frame
sets and restores the data into connected video. The video file meta-information includes the
offset location, size, and other information for each frame. This paper only uses the size
information of frame in a video file. For a MPEG-4 file, the size information of each frame is
recorded in Sample-to- Size (STSZ) box. STSZ box is also found in an unallocated space in Step
1. The first four bytes of the signature starting with stsz denote the size of the STSZ box.

Fig. 3.5. STSZ box data in an MPEG-4 file.

The most important thing is that this size-information (STSZ box) volume is not big, so it is less
likely than frame data to be fragmented or overwritten by other data. However, STSZ box often
comes at the end of an MPEG-4 file. In this case, STSZ box can also be fragmented regardless of
the volume size, which makes it difficult to find all the STSZ boxes. Therefore, the proposed
method connects the video frames without STSZ box. Figure3. 6 illustrate the example of
connecting frame sets when the STSZ box is found in the unallocated space. Figure 3.6(a) is the
formed frame set, and we compare the frame sizes generated by decoder and STSZ box from
unallocated space described in figure 3.6(b). As mentioned above, STSZ box has the each frame
size in file to recover, we can recover the video file by connecting frame set each other like figure
3.6(c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3.6. Example restoring multimedia using STSZ box. (a) The Formed Frame set. (b) Size Index (STSZ
Box) in Unallocated Space. (c) Restored multimedia.

The frame sizes of the frame A, B, C match with the sizes of sample #1, #2, #3 in figure 3. 6(b)
and the frame size of the frame G, H, I match with the size of sample #5, #6, #7. So that we can
assume that the frames can connect from sample #1to sample #7 except sample #4. In this
situation, we illustrate the connected frame like top layer in figure 3.6(c). This does not include
sample #4. However, we can infer a sample #4 from the rear part of the first frame set (blue
rectangle in figure 3.6(c)) and the front reaming area in cluster of the frame G (red rectangle in
figure 3.6(c)). It is because that the decoder does not verify the frame data in blue rectangle in
figure 3.4 through its data start with start code of frame. So that, we attempt to connect the first
frame set and the third frame set by combination of blue rectangle combines and the red
rectangle. Generally, file systems allow the specification of a fixed record length called cluster or
15
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block which is used for all write. From motivated it, blue rectangle and red rectangle are
expended as long as exact size sample #4 from STSZ box. If the result of combination is verified
by the decoder, the all the frames in STSZ box are connected perfectly like the bottom of figure
3.6(c). If not, we guess that the cluster located sample#4 is overwritten. So that we can restore
two connected video as the first frame set and the third frame set.
We propose the method to connect frame set in case STSZ box is not found in the unallocated
space as in figure 3.4.
We found the connected frame set that every frame set is 1:1 matching after that verified by
decoder. In figure 3.7(a), the first frame set and the second frame set match each other according
to cluster size.

Fig. 3.7. Connection of the Verified Frame without a Size Index (STSZ Box).

The blue rectangle and the red rectangle have same meaning as the blue rectangle and the red
rectangle in figure 3.6. If the combination of blue rectangle and red rectangle is verified by
decoder, the matching process stops. If not, we extend the blue rectangle or red rectangle as long
as cluster like in figure 3.7(b), and verified it. By setting a threshold, unlimited cluster expansion
can be prevented. After extension, the verification by the decoder does not pass, the first frameset
combine with next frame set. And the combination repeats this process until the verification
success like in figure 3.7(c). We restored the connected multimedia without STSZ box. However,
this process takes time since all frame set is being matched one by one. Despite time complexity,
this method focuses to restore connected multimedia which is possible to record crime scene.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, the restoration ratio was evaluated by
following equation:
Ratio(%)=100∗ No. of Restored Video Frames /No. of Total Video Frames-----(1)
The number of restored frames is the number of frames extracted from the storage medium using
the proposed technique, and the number of the original video frames is the number of the original
video frames that were used in the experiment. If all the frames of the original video were
restored, the restoration ratio would be 100%; and if none was restored, the restoration ratio
would be 0%.
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Results:
Size of original video file taken to recover: 73.6 MB.
Number of frames in the video: 8368
Duration of the video: 349 sec.
The following table shows the amount of overwriting and restoration ratio by keeping the
number of fragmentations as constant. When the overwriting percentage is 10 then the
restoration ratio was almost 88 percent and when the overwriting amount is 90 percent then the
recovery ratio is nearly 9 percent.
Table1: Results of The Experiment
S.NO.

Number
fragments

of

Percentage
overwritten

of

Number
of Restoration
extracted frames
ratio

1

11

10.28

7405

88.49

2

11

22.33

6403

76.52

3
4
5

11
11
11

31.28
43.52
52.98

5649
4423
3243

67.51
52.88
38.75

6
7

11
11

59.78
69.29

2587
2095

30.95
25.03

8

11

79.97

1469

17.55

9

11

90.39

802

8.22

The below graph shown in the Fig4.1 is plotted between restoration ratio and amount of
overwriting by keeping the number of fragments as constant. The decrease in the recovery ratio is
observed as with increase in the overwriting.

Fig 4.1. Graph between Percentage of Overwriting and Restoration Ratio
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a video restoration technique for fragmented and partially overwritten video
files. The proposed technique guarantees the integrity of the restored frames because video files
have the minimum number of frames to offer evidence. Large-size video files are often
fragmented and overwritten. Many existing file-based techniques could not restore partially
overwritten video files. Unlike most existing methods that use file format or file system metainformation, the proposed technique restores the data according to the minimum meaningful
frame unit. Therefore, the proposed method restores almost frames in damaged or corrupted video
files without being affected by the number of fragmentations. Especially, the proposed technique
can restore the frames of the non-overwritten portions in partially overwritten files. Experiment
results show that most of the frames were restored. The proposed frame-based file recovery
technique increases restoration ratio.
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